
How to make a standard Hydraulic Hose Assembly

Step 1: We need to arrange the required tools and materials.

Hydraulic hose
Hydraulic hose fitting and collar
Hose lubricant
Calipers
Safety goggles & gloves
Cutting & Crimping machine
crimping die and collar

Step 2: Measure the required hose and cut

We will measure the length of hose the customer required and cut it to size with a
hose saw. For critical hose lengths, we will make sure to account for the cut off
factor when determining final length of hose. After cutting the hose, there should be
a clean edge and if not, we will use a file to clean the ends.

Step 3: Clean inner tube hose

We will remove contaminants within the hose, by air compressor air gun and water
gun to ensure equipment safety

Step 4: Put the fitting and collar on the hose

We will check all of the fitting and collar qualified carefully, by the way, the fitting
and collar we recommend to our customers, we will consider the working pressure,
style, type, orientation, attachment methods and material for its corrosion
resistance.



Step 5: Verify crimper capabilities and adjust the crimper setting

Considering crimpers are specifically made to crimp specific hose diameters.
Therefore, we will confirm the capabilities of the machine and adjust settings as
necessary. Make sure to choose the correct crimp diameter for each hose assembly.

Step 6: Crimp hose diameter

We strictly matches the Table of the crimp technical parameters.



Step 7: Place the hose in the crimping machine

We push the end of the hose into the crimping machine (typically bottom loading)
and through the die so that the hydraulic hose fitting appears above the die. The top
of the hose, now concealed inside the fitting, should not be above the die.

Step 8: Verify the crimp diameter

Ww use the digital caliper and customized steel bar to test the crimp diameter to
sure crimping qualifiedly. After finishing all of the hose assemblies, we will take the
inspection again by standard of AQL Ⅱ 0/2.5/4.



Step 9: To prevent dust before use, we will cap the assembly on both

ends.


